To promote healing and a positive curative environment in your office is beneficial to maximizing your therapeutic results. Using Zero Point FREE Energy Piezo-Magnetic-Organonite, a Scalar field creator, Tibetan Prayer Wheel with Kohelet prayers of Solomon for protection from evil, Bio-Photon projector, Negative ION generator, Schuman fields, Crystal Healing Energy, Tachyon fields and of course the Orgone energy accumulator all act to help clean bad disease energy from your office. How about one device that maximizes all of this and
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more. And let’s also add a POSIBL Cold Laser Probe to channel Eductor energy into acu-points or pain foci. Time to get a device made by a real scientist, doctor and quantum physicist.
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Piezoelectricity is the electric charge that accumulates in certain solid materials (such as crystals, certain ceramics, and biological matter such as bone, DNA and various proteins) in response to applied mechanical stress. The word *piezoelectricity* means electricity resulting from pressure and latent heat. It is derived from the Greek πιέζειν *piezein*, which means to squeeze or press, and ἥλεκτρον *ēlektron*, which means amber, an ancient source of electric charge.

The POSIBL has large magnets within applying constant Piezo pressure to special tachyon crystals that make a constant zero point Free Energy stimulation into the POSIBL Scalar Field. This fills the room or your garden with healing energy.

Scalar -- Over a hundred years ago Nikola Tesla called the powerful non-Hertzian energy (without frequencies) Scalar. A new era in Science was born. In the 1920’s Einstein referenced to these scalar energies and yet nearly a hundred years later their application is still undervalued and underused. Nikola Tesla constantly wrote about what he called non-Hertzian waves. During his epochal visit to Colorado Springs in 1899, he made new discoveries about the nature of electromagnetic waves, known to some as stationary or longitudinal waves, to others as scalar waves.
"Scalar waves are neutral waves of energy. They do not have polarity and therefore do not travel in a linear fashion from past to present. They are a form of unified field energy which is profoundly effective for neutralizing chronic pain, stress, dis-ease and cell memory."

High voltage cables emit EMF that has a negative effect on the human body. There is growing evidence in the medical field that links diseases like cancer and Alzheimer’s with these man-made EMF. Medical investigations and studies are also pointing out that symptoms such as headaches, lack of concentration, depression, hyperactivity in children, sleep disturbances and others could be the result of EMF. Scalar Energy’s expansive and circular movement offers a field of protective shield around the body. It was suggested this protective shield removes and cancels the effects of man-made frequencies (60 HZ) on the human body. This is achieved by enhancing the body’s natural defenses against the damaging radiations coming from the various household and industrial appliances that surround us.

The DNA antenna in our cells’ energy production centers (mitochondria) assumes the shape of what is called a super-coil. Supercoil DNA look like a series of möbius coils. These möbius supercoil DNA are hypothetically able to generate scalar waves. Most cells in the body contain thousands of these möbius supercoils, which are generating scalar waves throughout the cell and throughout the body.
Traveling faster than the speed of light (superluminal), Scalar Waves are not electromagnetic but composed of pure zero point energy. They also have the potential to be used as a power source.

The term scalar waves is actually a misnomer; scalar energy is a much better term. Two 180 degree-opposite waves, which are perpendicular to each other, are generated. These waves actually fill a field, a room or a garden, rather than travel in linear wave patterns. A more elaborate explanation would just cause confusion. For those who are interested, look up “mobius pattern”.

The difference between low voltage scalar energy and the hertzian waves created by your food or by an electrical current is that scalar waves are much more powerful and versatile. First of all, scalar energy is more field-filling than wave-like. It does not run along wires, nor does it shoot out in beams. This is important in terms of healing and restorative health.

Low voltage scalar energy also passes through solid objects without any loss of intensity. It is a potent re-generator of health. It can move through the different densities in your body and restore healthful frequencies right down to the cellular level.

Studies show that people who are suffering from serious and terminal disease have a large reduction in the millivolts that are registered in their bodies. Some people have been recorded as having a reading as low as 20 millivolts and are still able to have some function in life. Because low voltage scalar energy has the ability to imprint solid objects, it has the ability to improve the milli-voltage generated by cells, just like any electrical field, thus improving health. Unfortunately, not all electrical and electromagnetic fields are healthy for the body. Scalar energy has benefits for a sick body particularly, in addition to having the ability to keep a healthy body well.

One of the advantages of scalar energy is that it can regenerate and repair itself indefinitely. Since most of the body is liquid, the movement of liquid throughout the body can carry and transport scalar energy from one localized point to all areas of the body where it will regenerate and multiply. By continuing to add scalar energy to the body, health is restored and maintained until the body is strong enough to retain its healthful function on its own.

---

**Scaler energy review**       **Scaler energy effects on Living cells**
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**Tibetan prayer wheels** (called *Mani* wheels by the Tibetans) are devices for spreading spiritual blessings and well being.

Prayer is a direct communication of the soul to supreme soul. During the state of traumas, when all the doors are closed for a soul to go further to get healed, soul has a single alternative to go and knocks the door of supreme soul. Supreme soul can be Shiv, Durga, Ishwar, Sai Ram, Allah or many more as there are religions and beliefs. All are the name of one single energy pervades all around and in us, Omniscient and Omnipresent GOD.

The Lord God Almighty can do all things; there is nothing impossible for Him *(Luke 1:37).*

The Lord God Almighty invites His people to pray to Him. Prayer to God should be made persistently *(Luke 18:1)*, with thanksgiving *(Philippians 4:6)*, in faith *(James 1:5)*, within the will of God *(Matthew 6:10)*, for the glory of God *(John 14:13-14)*, and from a heart right with God *(James 5:16)*.

**Scientific evidence for the power of prayer**

**Bio-photon (Soft Coherent Radiation)** therapy is the application of light to the eyes and skin for healing purposes. The light, or photons, that are emitted by the POSIBL unit are absorbed by the eye and skin photoreceptors and then travel through the body’s nervous system to the brain, where they help regulate what is referred to as our human bio-energy. Bi-photon therapy can help reduce pain as well as aid in various healing processes throughout the body. The theory behind biophoton therapy is based on the work of the Gurwitsch's and has been expanded by the work of Doctors L.C. Vincent and F.A. Popp, who theorized that light can affect the electromagnetic oscillation, or waves of the body and regulate enzyme activity. Energy is necessary for any life form to exist. When this energy becomes disrupted, a number of bodily functions can be affected. With bio-photons, this energy is rebalanced and strengthened, thus alleviating and improving numerous health conditions. Since body and mind connect through this energy, we are not only able to improve physical conditions, but this therapy can also aid in achieving a greater state of mental and emotional health. Initially, bio-photon therapy was used primarily for cosmetic, skin care, and scalp conditions. It was only much later that their effectiveness was discovered for treating chronic pain and a variety of immunological disorders.
Tachyons, radionics and even pyramids are examples of scalar energy. A tachyon scalar/zero-point device is the heart of the Eductor POSIBL. It has the capacity to send its low voltage scalar waves filling the room and going right into the crystalline structure in the cell walls as well as the many liquids and collagen structures between the cells. This is where the charge starts reversing the deterioration that happens as a result of the loss of their millivolt charge.

Tachyons are theoretical particles or waves that travel faster than the speed of light. Tachyons exist in a theoretical world where objects have imaginary mass and it would be possible to communicate backwards in time. Tachyon energy is used to scan "subspace" and subspace is where tachyons are made.

Research on Tachyon Healing

Dark solitons, D-branes and tachyon field theory

Human Intention and the DNA
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**Negative ions** are present in our environment, wherever the air is ‘stirred up,’ especially around waterfalls, ocean surf, rivers, and mountains. Think of how you feel or breathe close to a waterfall. It's quite energizing, similar to the air right after a rainfall.

Many people believe that negative ions promote wellness, and as such, provide additional benefits such as increased mental acuity when there are more negative ions than positive ones in the air we breathe.

Airborne particles are attracted to the electrode in an effect similar to static electricity. These ions are de-ionised by seeking earthed conductors, such as walls and ceilings. To increase the efficiency of this process, the POSIBL usb air ionizer provide a source of negative ions. The frequency of nosocomial infections in British hospitals prompted the National Health Service (NHS) to research the effectiveness of anions for air purification, finding that repeated airborne acinetobacter infections in a ward were eliminated by the installation of a negative air ioniser—the infection rate fell to zero, an unexpected result, but a result none the less.

**Air ionization studies**

Created over the millennia, healing crystals harness the life giving elements of the Earth and the universe. Harnessing the energy of the Sun, the Moon, and the oceans, semi-precious stones connect us to Earth as soon as we come into contact with them or use them as part of our Healing Energy Field Projector.
**Schumann's resonances** --Since life began, the Earth has been surrounding and protecting all living things with a natural frequency pulsation of 7.83 HZ—the ancient Indian Rishis called OM. "Schumann Resonance" refers to the frequency of the electromagnetic field of the earth. Whether by coincidence or not, it also happens to be a very powerful frequency to use with brainwave entrainment. The discovery, from 1954, has spurred much research. We incorporated subtle Isochronic tones in the music.

Earth's background base frequency, or "heartbeat" (Schumann's resonances), fluctuates BUT IS NOT RISING dramatically, despite a New Age meme that alleges it. The authors have been unable to substantiate a rising SR in the literature and Ben Lonetree's readings directly contradict it. SR is stable; it is NOT rising. Those who say it is are ignorant, dis- or mis-informed and parroting the mistakes or lies of others. Though it varies between geographical regions, for decades the overall measurement has remained 7.8 cycles per second.

Modern aspects of Schumann resonance studies
Schumann Resonances
This frequency has been associated with high levels of hypnotizability, meditation, increased HGH levels and cerebral blood flow levels seem to be much higher while this frequency is being stimulated. OM mantra was uttered by the Vedic sages who stayed on the banks of the river Saraswati in 9000 BC. Vedic civilization of Saraswati flourished till 4000 BC, till the river became non-perennial due to tectonic shifts blocking the Himalayan Glacier mouth. The elite then migrated all over including Western coast of India, Mesopotamia, Europe and Russia.

Mankind depends on two subtle environmental signals, the Yin from below and the Yang from above. The Schumann wave surrounding our planet being YANG and the weaker geomagnetic waves coming from below, from within the planet, being the YIN signal. Alpha brain Frequency of 7.83 HZ on the EEG, is also known popularly as Schumann's Resonance. These frequencies start at 7.8 Hz and progress by approximately 5.9 Hz. (7.8, 13.7, 19.6, 25.5, 31.4, 37.3, and 43.2 Hz.).

**Orgonite** is a substance made of organic glue, Copper Iron metals (not aluminium) and quartz that balances and harmonises bio-energy, otherwise known as orgone, chi or prana.

Dr Wilhelm Reich, an Austrian psychiatrist, researched orgone energy in the earlier half of the 20th century, and today’s orgonite devices are built on his findings. While conducting his research, Dr. Reich found that organic materials
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attract and hold orgone energy, while non-organic metals simultaneously attract and repel the energy.

Orgonite is based on these two principles. It is a 50-50 mix of organic glue (organic, due to the fact that it is based on organ-chemicals), and bio-metal shavings (inorganic Copper or Iron). Some quartz crystals is also added to the orgonite mix. This is because of its piezoelectric properties, which means that it gives off a charge when it is put under pressure (organic glue shrinks when it is cured, so constant pressure is put on the quartz crystal).

Due to the fact that the elements contained in orgonite are constantly attracting and repelling energy, a “scrubbing” action takes place, and along with the charge that the crystal gives off, this cleans stagnant and negative energy, and brings it back to a healthy, vibrant state.

Orgone energy was originally observed by Wilhelm Reich, MD, a psychoanalyst in the late 1920s, as a bio-electrical charge whose flow within the body could be visibly seen as waves passing through his clinical patients as they were experiencing intense emotional breakthroughs. (1) Later, in the 1930s, to confirm his visual observations, Reich was able to objectively measure the movements of this energy by using a very sensitive millivolt meter with sensors attached to the body to record subtle bio-electric charge. He found the energy flowed from the inside body core to the outside surface (towards the world) when a person felt pleasure or expansion; and conversely, it flowed from the surface to the interior (away from the world) during states of anxiety, fear, and contraction. (2)
Reich also noted that the conditions of expansion and contraction affected a person, not only emotionally, but down to the autonomic nervous system, to the cellular, and even chemical levels. States of expansion produce parasympathetic conditions associated with dilation of the blood vessels and increased circulation, pain relief, better digestion and peristalsis, lower blood pressure; and the stimulation of potassium and lecithin production; along with creating a sense of well-being, and sexual excitement. States of contraction, however, produce sympathetic effects: constricted blood vessels, less blood flow, and often pain. In addition, the contracted condition increases blood pressure and heart beat rate, adrenaline flow and cholesterol; it inhibits digestion and blood supply to the genitals and is associated with the emotions of anxiety and "stress".

The ability of the body to expand and contract and not become "stuck" in one mode, created what Reich called the pulsation of life which distinguished the living from the non-living. This pulsation of expansion and contraction also followed a specific four-beat rhythm:

**Tension - Charge - Discharge – Relaxation**

The Function of the Orgone

When a person uses the POSIBL orgone device, the energy field of the user, patient and the energy field of the device make contact, excite each other, and the two fields luminate, creating an even stronger charge. Since a human being has the higher energy charge, the user attracts and absorbs the energy from the orgone device into every part of their body. The increased absorption of the same bio-energy that is in the body helps the body to expand, thereby reducing the contractive state and promoting natural pulsation.
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The restoration of the parasympathetic response improves the flow of blood to tissues and organs which allows them to function better, resist damage and recover easier from injury; it promotes cellular growth, eases tension and pain, assists digestion and peristalsis, improves appetite when this is impaired, increases core body temperature and can impart an emotional sense of well-being. The orgone device helps the body to help itself by supplying concentrated orgone energy.

In experiments using laboratory mice, Reich (and other researchers since) found that the orgone device had a remarkable affect on wounds and burns. In addition, because of the stimulation of the expansive parasympathetic response, the symptoms of "shock" could be affected.

Reich believed that the main contribution of his discovery of the orgone energy device was aiding in the prevention of severe biopathic disturbances. The increased orgone energy recharges the red blood cells and tissues which may reverse the cellular degeneration from a T-bacilli reaction to the healthier bion reaction, thereby improving the entire body's resistance. However, depending upon the severity of the biopathy, this is not necessarily an easy thing to do. The liver and kidneys can have difficulty eliminating the products of degenerative tissues and cells. Detoxifying programs can be especially helpful in relieving this problem. (9)

Everything is composed of energy: rocks, trees, your kitchen counters, your floors, and especially your body. Everything vibrates at its own frequency. When you are healthy, your body cranks out between 70 and 90 millivolts. When it drops you begin to feel unwell; then illness and disease can result. Unfortunately, the multi-billion dollar pharmaceutical companies have not yet developed a pill for that.

Every day, you eat food and your body converts the chemical energy from that cheeseburger and fries into electrical energy that runs the body. The fuel goes into the furnace and is then converted to electrochemical energy which the body uses to run itself efficiently. Just like a car, the energy created is only as good as the gas you put in it. Put in low quality fuel and the car runs roughly; put in good quality fuel and the car runs efficiently. Your body is no different.

The quality of the fuel, totally depends on the source of the energy. Obviously that cheeseburger and fries produces a different quality of energy than a chicken vegetable stir-fry. The energy that your body creates has both particles and waves. The waves have height (frequency) and depth (amplitude). The
better the quality of food is, the stronger the waves in you will be. This science has been around for some time.

The **POSIBL Cold Laser Probe** sends Coherent Bio-Photons light (photons) into your injured tissues and can penetrate 2 inches without hurting the skin, fat, or blood. No heat is generated so it is safe for use anywhere* on the body. When connected to the Eductor healing energies there is an increased effect on healing.

Once the photons find the injured tissues, they stimulate and energize the cells to repair and strengthen at a remarkably fast rate. This treatment does NOT wear off like most medicines, electrical stimulation, heat or ice. It increases our body’s own healing power and enhances that process – true healing. If you don’t re-injure the area, the pain should not return.

**The Red POSIBL Cold Laser Probe is for sedation of pain or inflammation.**

**The Green Cold Laser Probe is for stimulating weak systems or for general health.**

**Reduces Pain**
You may experience improvement after one treatment. Most conditions take
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between 2-9 treatments for complete alleviation of symptoms. Chronic conditions may require more treatment.

Reduces Inflammation
Most acute inflammatory conditions respond to POSIBL Cold Laser Probe treatment immediately. You will need to follow precautions in order to avoid re-injury or the pain may return.

Increased Tissue Healing
POSIBL Cold Laser Probe treatment not only helps injured tissues and wounds heal faster, it also makes them stronger and less vulnerable to re-injury.

Low-level laser (light) therapy (LLLT) in skin: stimulating, healing, restoring

Why are Lasers for healing getting so much press in the media these days?
Low Level Laser Light works to support the natural healing processes of the body in numerous ways including:

- Donates photons and electrons to the tissues and cells of the body, which support the production of ATP (energy) that is needed by all cells to carry out their duties.
- Reduces pain by causing the production of natural pain killer endorphins.
- Reduces inflammation by suppressing inflammatory enzymes that create swelling, redness, pain, and heat and enhances the release of anti-inflammatory enzymes.
- Enhances the process of nerve regeneration and muscle relaxation.
- Enhances lymphatic drainage, which increases circulation and speeds healing.
- Stimulate the release of helpful healing enzymes.
- Releases tight muscles (both smooth and striated) that create chronic pain, joint problems, and decreased mobility.
- Speeds bone repair by stimulating fibroblastic and osteoblastic proliferation.
- Appears to be antiviral, antifungal, and antiherpetic when applied in the correct frequency.
Cold Laser Research

Using Music to Treat Disease

Electro-Ceuticals

Eductor Research

QT QXCI Hi Tech Farming + Agriculture

Quantum Agriculture the new paradigm
When the first book on Quantum Farming in 1988 came
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POSIBL instruction manual

1. The Scaler field is partly driven by a Free Energy Piezo-Magnetic Power and thus is always on for the next 500 plus years. Since it is Scaler it is Not directional it just fills the room it is in. (The garden version fills your garden space. When attached to the Eductor the Eductor energy is added to the field and amplifies the field.

2. To attach the Eductor, plug in the white cable to the Eductor matching the colors of the banana plug and then the other end to the POSIBL. Prayer wheel, Electro-ceuticals and more are then sent into the POSIBL scaler antennae and broadcast into the room.

3. The Orgonite and Crystal energy in the POSIBL makes an Orgone healing field. The Steel tube walls and Plastic top make a capacitor storage and broadcast of the Orgone field. Orgone is also mostly non-directional thus, it fills the room or garden.

4. The internal Prayer Wheel is always active but amplified with the Prayer Wheel or Eductor software

5. The Bio-Photon aspect of the POSIBL requires the light to be on and the Bio-Photon shield on the plastic cylinder. The Bio-Photons will fill the room and enhance healing. Colors of light can be used as needed.

6. The Subspace Tachyon generator is only activated from the Prayer Wheel or Eductor software. This can be used to clear the past or enhance the future.

7. The Schuman Field generator is only activated from the Prayer Wheel or Eductor software.

8. Most of the functions are Non-Directional, so to direct energy to a point or area, you need to use the Point probes. Use any banana plug probe or use the POSIBL laser probes.

9. Plug the negative ion generator into your usb drive and it will clean the air and stimulate your mind

10. The prayer wheel will not allow the POSIBL to be used for negative hurtful action.